
SETTING UP YOUR HOME “STUDIO” FOR ONLINE CLASSES
A.  DRAWING ON A VERTICAL SURFACE IS BETTER THAN DRAWING 
AT A TABLE
If you have an easel, that’s great.  If you don’t, here is a perfectly good way to 
set up to draw or paint so that your surface is easy to see and fairly vertical.  
Make sure you position yourself so you can see both your drawing AND your 
computer screen or the still life set up.  When working from the computer 
screen make sure your face is parallel to it.  At your eye level is best.
• Two straight back chairs facing each other, one of which holds an 18x24 

inch board behind your newsprint.
• A table of some sort nearby to hold still life objects
• A separate strong light you can move and point at the still life is important



B. Helpful tools

1. Adjustable Viewcatcher viewfinder OR (you can make it yourself from 4 pieces of 1 ½ in x 
6 ½ inch matboard pieces glued as two right angle pieces.)   Do a good job on getting the 
right angles.  The last page will help you set the opening to standard proportions.

2. Bamboo skewer or knitting needle for visual measurement
3. Optional but nice: A piece of transparent plastic (like plexiglass from an old picture 

frame) about 5x7 inches or so.

4. An old credit card or 6 inch ruler as a straightedge.
5. A piece of dark paper about 4 x 3 inches with three
holes punched in it to compare values.



C.  Drawing Materials
1. Newsprint pad
2. 18x24 masonite or lightweight board without attached clips
3. Clips to hold pad or paper to board
4. Soft VINE Charcoal
5. Soft Pencil (2b 4b or 6b or ebony)
6. Eraser (kneaded or vinyl or pink pearl)
7. Soft Cotton Rag or Chamois
8. Optional: compressed charcoal….very soft and dark
9. Any other black and white medium you might like

D. Painting Materials
• Oil or Acrylic Paint* (artist quality) white, ultramarine 

blue, burnt sienna, cad red lt, aliz crimson, cad yell lt (or 
hansa or azo yellow), viridian (or phthalo) green

• Brushes (no less than ½ inch wide) and palette knives.  
Knives with a bend between the handle and blade are 
best.  Only consider flexible metal blades such as those 
pictured here.

• Acrylic Matte or Gloss Medium can be used to prepare 
heavy paper surfaces for painting in oil or acrylic.

• * I prefer oil, but if using acrylic I recommend heavy body over the open 
acrylics.  Fluid acrylics and acrylic gouache are fine if you are used to 
them already



• Glass or wood flat palette at least 12 x 16
• Or.. Pad of 12x16 Palette Paper or multiple 

sheets of Freezer paper cut to about 12 x 15 
inches stacked and stapled to cardboard with the 
shiny side up.

• Surfaces to paint on – 9x12 and up to around 
16x20 (canvas pad, arches oil painting paper, 
stretched canvas, Masonite coated with acrylic 
gesso etc.  Heavy (100 lb) decent quality paper 
(such as Bristol board) lightly coated with acrylic 
medium also works well for both oil and acrylic.  
Just wipe a couple of coats of the acrylic medium 
on with a damp sponge or rag.

• Soft cotton rags (or paper towels if you insist).  
The good things about rags is that they can also 
be a painting tool.

D. Palette, Rags and Surfaces to Paint on



• For Oil only
• Gamsol or odorless mineral spirits
• Jar for the gamsol OR EVEN BETTER, this container: 

https://www.amazon.com/Guerrilla-Painter-Stainless-Washer-
Removable/dp/B00TV38PN6/ref=sxin_0_ac_d_pm?ac_md=3-2-QWJvdmUgJDI1-
ac_d_pm&cv_ct_cx=brush+washer&dchild=1&keywords=brush+washer&pd_rd_i=B00TV38
PN6&pd_rd_r=0e12256c-d60d-49a5-b2b0-
da16b94b67d4&pd_rd_w=l4xro&pd_rd_wg=6lgdK&pf_rd_p=516e6e17-ed95-417b-b7a4-
ad2c7b9cbae3&pf_rd_r=8N21Y1QZD47A07D3EB46&psc=1&qid=1585421198&sr=1-3-
22d05c05-1231-4126-b7c4-3e7a9c0027d0

• No painting medium is required.

• For acrylic only
• 1 quart container for water
• Fine spray bottle to keep paint moist
• No other medium is required.   (GOLDEN OPEN 

acrylic medium will be very helpful for some of 
what we do and Acrylic Matte or Gloss medium is 
useful if you’d like to paint on Bristol board or 
other heavy weight paper.  The medium makes 
the paper less absorbent.)

D. Solvents and Mediums

https://www.amazon.com/Guerrilla-Painter-Stainless-Washer-Removable/dp/B00TV38PN6/ref=sxin_0_ac_d_pm?ac_md=3-2-QWJvdmUgJDI1-ac_d_pm&cv_ct_cx=brush+washer&dchild=1&keywords=brush+washer&pd_rd_i=B00TV38PN6&pd_rd_r=0e12256c-d60d-49a5-b2b0-da16b94b67d4&pd_rd_w=l4xro&pd_rd_wg=6lgdK&pf_rd_p=516e6e17-ed95-417b-b7a4-ad2c7b9cbae3&pf_rd_r=8N21Y1QZD47A07D3EB46&psc=1&qid=1585421198&sr=1-3-22d05c05-1231-4126-b7c4-3e7a9c0027d0


What you have already is probably fine but if you would like recommendations for easels 
and palette knives:

There are lots of styles of knives but don’t get anything too small.  Either one of these 
knives is fine for both mixing and painting.
https://www.dickblick.com/items/03117-1063/

https://www.dickblick.com/items/03117-1006/

This one is nice for mixing if you don't have a similar one already:
https://www.dickblick.com/items/03117-1096/

I think this easel is very decent for the price ($59.00). It is black aluminum. It's easy to 
put away and take out and, when collapsed doesn't take up a lot of space.  It does take up 
some floor space when set up.
https://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-studio-aluminum-single-mast-easel/

If you are interested in portable easel solutions for painting outdoors, let me know.

https://www.dickblick.com/items/03117-1063/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/03117-1006/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/03117-1096/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-studio-aluminum-single-mast-easel/


Brushes are a VERY personal matter 
and depend also on the size you are 
painting.  To start with oils I 
recommend both synthetic sable 
brushes and natural hogs hair 
between 3/8 and ¾ inches except for 
ROUNDS which could be as small as 
¼ inch.  For acrylics I prefer synthetic 
brushes.

A ROUND is a pointy brush.  A FLAT is 
like a BRIGHT with longer bristles.  A 
FILBERT is like a FLAT but rounded at 
the top.  An EGBERT is like a long 
FILBERT.

Size numbering is not necessarily 
consistent among manufacturers and 
brush types.

This photo shows some brush types in a range of sizes.  It will print a bit larger than life size.  The verticals are ½ 
inch spaces.  My measurements are take at the place where the bristles meet the metal ferrule.  
A. A small ROUND synthetic sable which is less than 3/16 inches measured where the bristles join the metal.  It is 

a #2.  
B. A synthetic sable BRIGHT which measures just a little over ½ inch and is a #6.  
C. A well used hogs hair ROUND which measures about 3/8 inches and is a # 8.  
D. A new synthetic FILBERT which measures almost ½ inch as is a #14.
E. A new EGBERT which measures about 3/8 inches and is a #4.
F. A well worn FLAT which measures about 5/8 inches and is a #8.

B D E FCA

A Note on Brushes



Lighting is very important for seeing your palette, your painting and what you are working from.   It’s often 
a challenge to set up lighting that works well and everyone’s space is different. What you have for lighting is 
probably fine and I really don’t know the optimal answer but here are some notes which you can use as a 
starting point to see what you prefer.

Light Temperature k and Lumens/Watts and CRI
Lower numbers for light temperature (2000-3000 k) are closer to incandescent and halogen, higher 
numbers approach or exceed the cool bluish temperature of daylight (5000 -7000k) or the even cooler 
north light (10000k). 1100 lumens is like a 75 watt incandescent, 1600 lumens is like 100w,  2600 lumens is 
like 150w. CRI, a measure of color fidelity should be above 80.

To light a medium sized studio you might use a total around 8000 lumens at halogen or daylight color 
temperature (3000k - 5000k).   The cooler your studio light is the warmer you will tend to make your colors. 

To light a still life an LED bulb about 3000-4000k in a fixture which can be aimed works well.  It is cooler 
(less orange) than incandescent bulbs and closer to halogen (3000k). 

Fixtures:  A clamp-on fixture (left) from Walmart or Home 
Depot or Lowes can be helpful if you have the right things to 
clamp it to.  It shouldn’t cost more than $10.

An adjustable support for the light is very helpful.  Something 
like this telescoping light tripod (right) or even a microphone 
stand shouldn’t be more than about $20.00 -$30.00

Here is a link to one that looks sturdy from a company which 
also sells lights
https://neewer.com/products/lighting-studio-10090346



VIEWFINDER PROPORTIONS

Using the diagonals here you can set 
your viewfinder to some common 
standard size canvas and paper 
dimensions.  Lay  the inside of your 
viewfinder against the upper right of 
the rectangular proportion you want 
and make sure it is also the diagonal of 
your viewfinder opening.
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